Abstract-Approximate computing is an emerging design paradigm that exploits the intrinsic ability of applications to produce acceptable outputs even when their computations are executed approximately. In this paper, we explore approximate computing for a key computation pattern, reduce-andrank (RnR), which is prevalent in a wide range of workloads, including video processing, recognition, search, and data mining. An RnR kernel performs a reduction operation (e.g., distance computation, dot product, and L1-norm) between an input vector and each of a set of reference vectors, and ranks the reduction outputs to select the top reference vectors for the current input. We propose three complementary approximation strategies for the RnR computation pattern. The first is interleaved reductionand-ranking, wherein the vector reductions are decomposed into multiple partial reductions and interleaved with the rank computation. Leveraging this transformation, we propose the use of intermediate reduction results and ranks to identify future computations that are likely to have a low impact on the output, and can, hence, be approximated. The second strategy, inputsimilarity-based approximation, exploits the spatial or temporal correlation of inputs (e.g., pixels of an image or frames of a video) to identify computations that are amenable to approximation. The third strategy, reference vector reordering, rearranges the order in which the reference vectors are processed such that vectors that are relatively more critical in evaluating the correct output, are processed at the beginning of RnR operation. The number of these critical reference vectors is usually small, which renders a substantial portion of the total computation to be amenable to approximation. These strategies address a key challenge in approximate computing-identification of which computations to approximate-and may be used to drive any approximation mechanism, such as computation skipping or precision scaling to realize performance and energy improvements. A second key challenge in approximate computing is that the extent to which computations can be approximated varies significantly from application to application, and across inputs for even a single application. Hence, input-adaptive approximation, or the ability to automatically modulate the degree of approximation based on the nature of each individual input, is essential for obtaining optimal energy savings. In addition, to enable quality configurability in RnR kernels, we propose a kernel-level quality metric that correlates well to application-level quality, and identify key parameters that can be used to tune the proposed Manuscript received October 27, 2015; revised February 10, 2016 and May 5, 2016; accepted June 7, 2016. Date of publication August 9, 2016; date of current version January 19, 2017. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant CNS-0953468, Grant CNS-1423290, and Grant CNS-1018621.
I. INTRODUCTION
A PPLICATIONS from several domains, such as recognition, data mining, analytics, vision, search, graphics, multimedia, and signal processing exhibit the property of intrinsic application resilience, which is the ability to produce outputs of acceptable quality even when the underlying computations are executed in an imprecise or approximate manner. This intrinsic resilience arises from several factors: 1) the robustness of these applications to noisy/redundant input data; 2) the lack of a unique, golden answer, or the inability of humans to perceive minor variations in the application output; and 3) the statistical and iterative nature of their computations [1] , [2] . Approximate computing is an emerging design paradigm that leverages the intrinsic resilience of applications to execute computations approximately, and more efficiently, leading to improvements in energy or performance [2] - [15] .
In this paper, we explore approximate computing in the context of a key computational pattern called Reduce-andRank (RnR), which is prevalent in a variety of existing and emerging application domains, such as multimedia processing, recognition, data mining, computer vision, search, and among others. Given an input vector and a set of reference vectors, an RnR kernel performs a vector reduction operation (e.g., multiply-and-accumulate (MAC), Euclidean distance, and L1-norm) between the input vector and each of the reference vectors to produce a set of reduction outputs. These reduction outputs are subsequently ranked to select a top subset of reference vectors for the current input. For example, in the well-known k-means clustering (KMEANS) algorithm, distance computation between a point and all cluster centroids, followed by identification of the closest cluster, is an RnR computation. RnR computations frequently dominate the computational requirements of the applications in which they are used (50%-92% of runtime in our benchmarks was spent in RnR kernels), and, hence, are attractive targets for optimization.
We develop three complementary strategies to approximate RnR kernels, viz., interleaved reduction-and-ranking, inputsimilarity-based approximation, and reference vector reordering. The first strategy, interleaved reduction-and-ranking, decomposes the reduction computation into multiple partial reductions and utilizes the intermediate partial reduction output to modulate the degree of approximation introduced in subsequent computations. Recall that the reduction output is used to rank and select a subset of reference vectors. Therefore, the partial reduction output can be used to predict whether the current reference vector is likely to eventually appear in the selected subset. The second strategy, input-similarity-based approximation, leverages the spatial or temporal correlation of successive inputs (e.g., pixels in an image or frames of a video) present in many applications. We utilize the similarity between the current and previous input to infer the degree to which the computations on the current input can be approximated. The third strategy, reference vector reordering, rearranges the order in which reference vectors are processed by the RnR kernel so that vectors that are likely to appear in the eventual top-k subset are identified earlier than the original case, resulting in a higher number of computations being skipped. Reordering the vectors also enables us to terminate RnR operation in advance without even processing a substantial portion of the reference vectors, yet face minimal quality loss. Note that these approximation strategies only identify, which future computations could be approximated based on intermediate results, and, hence, can be used in conjunction with any approximate computing mechanism to improve energy efficiency. Toward this end, we utilize two popular approximate design techniques, viz., computation skipping [2] , [3] and precision scaling.
A key feature of the proposed approximation strategies is that they are inherently input adaptive. Input adaptability, or the ability to automatically modulate the degree of approximation during runtime based on the characteristics of each individual input, is highly desirable in approximate computing, as the extent to which computations can be approximated varies from application to application, and even across inputs for a single application [5] . Moreover, these strategies naturally facilitate the design of quality-configurable systems. To enable quality configurability, i.e., the ability to modulate the energy versus accuracy tradeoff at runtime in RnR kernels, we first define a kernel-level quality metric for RnR that correlates well with the application-level output quality and identify parameters within the proposed approximation strategies that modulate how aggressively future computations are approximated. We then develop a systematic runtime framework to modulate the parameters based on a specified RnR quality constraint, thereby achieving quality-configurable execution.
The key contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) We explore approximate computing in the context of a key computation pattern-RnR-and propose three broad strategies, namely, interleaved reductionand-ranking, input-similarity-based approximation, and reference vector reordering, that can be used with any approximation mechanism. 2) These strategies enable a key feature, input-adaptive approximation, where the degree of approximation can be modulated on the basis of input characteristics. 3) To enable quality configurability, we identify parameters within these strategies that dynamically tradeoff quality for efficiency and develop a runtime framework to modulate the parameters based on a given RnR quality constraint. 4) We construct quality-configurable implementations for a suite of benchmarks and demonstrate that the proposed techniques result in a significant improvement in energy (1.13×-3.18×) for negligible (<0.5%) quality loss. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work in the field of approximate computing. Section III motivates the need for input-adaptive approximations in approximate computing. Section IV describes in detail the design approach for constructing quality-configurable RnR kernels and Section V presents the overall methodology. Section VI shows how our proposed approximation mechanism enables input-adaptive computation skipping. Sections VII and VIII describe the experimental methodology and the experimental results, respectively. Section IX summarizes and concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Approximate computing has been explored at various layers of design abstraction, including software [2] - [4] , architecture [6] , [7] , and circuits [8] - [16] . Here, we restrict our discussions to circuit level approximation techniques, since that is the focus of this paper. Approximation techniques at the circuit level can be classified into two broad categories: 1) static and 2) dynamic approximation techniques. Static approximation techniques fix the nature and degree of approximation at design time. As a result, they result in widely varying output qualities for different inputs. Many static approaches focus on specific arithmetic units, such as adders [11] and multipliers [14] . They have been generalized into approximate logic synthesis techniques based on modification of min-terms in two-level synthesis [17] , circuit simplification by injecting stuck-at-faults at internal nodes [8] , and exploiting the use of don't cares to simplify circuits using traditional Boolean optimizations [9] . A probabilistic pruning technique for low activity circuit paths has been proposed to construct inexact circuits [10] . Reference [12] demonstrates the use of dataflow graphs to identify and approximate adders, which are relatively less significant. Recently, ABACUS [15] proposed a systematic framework for designing approximate circuits at the behavioral level. It first forms an abstract syntax tree (AST) from the input register-transfer level (RTL), and subsequently approximates the AST using a variety of high-level transformations.
Dynamic approximation techniques have the ability to tune the degree of approximation based on the input.
One such early approach is adaptive voltage overscaling [16] . References [4] , [5] , and [7] vary the degree of approximation at runtime; however, they are able to do so only at a very coarse granularity. This is due to the fact that quality modulation, when done frequently and at finer granularity, incurs a huge overhead, which undermines most of the energy savings achieved from approximation. References [18] and [19] propose a low overhead mechanism of modulating the quality of approximate circuits at a finer granularity; however, this technique is limited to an MPEG encoder only. This paper differs from previous work along two key dimensions. First, we focus on a specific, but broadly used, computation pattern (RnR), and identify approximation strategies that leverage its characteristics. Second, the proposed approximation strategies are inherently dynamic in that they utilize intermediate results to infer opportunities for approximating future computations. Thus, they enable input-adaptive approximations at minimal overheads. Leveraging this attribute, we propose a runtime framework for quality-configurable execution of RnR computations.
Note that a preliminary version of this paper appeared in [20] . Compared with that work, this version includes an entirely new approximation strategy, reference vector reordering, in addition to the two existing strategies proposed in [20] . This version also consists of a completely new section on input-adaptive computation skipping, which describes the manner in which the three approximation strategies lead to different forms of computation skipping varying in nature and granularity. It provides an account of how the three approximation strategies enable us to exploit the heterogeneity in approximation potential offered by individual inputs.
III. CASE FOR INPUT-ADAPTIVE QUALITY-CONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS
The primary objective of this paper is to design input-adaptive systems that are equipped with the ability to dynamically modulate the extent to which computations are approximated at runtime according to the nature of each individual input and the specified quality constraint. The need for input adaptability stems from the fact that even for a given application output quality, there is significant heterogeneity in the degree to which different inputs to the application can be approximated. On the other hand, quality configurability is essential, since the intrinsic resilience of an application varies based on the context in which its outputs are consumed, and hence, the same application may be required to operate at different output qualities for optimal power savings. In this section, we demonstrate the need for input adaptive as well quality configurable execution using an example. We consider a popular classification algorithm, k-nearest neighbors (KNNs), and use it in two different application contexts-digit recognition and eye detection.
Given an input, the KNN algorithm identifies k vectors from the training set that are closest to the input (i.e., top-k). It then assigns the input to the class that is most common among the neighbors. A typical implementation of KNN would maintain a list of top-k vectors and iteratively insert vectors into the list based on its proximity to the input. If the distance of the vector is greater than those in the top-k list, it is simply discarded. Since the discarded vectors do not affect the application output, the number of updates to the top-k vector list provides a measure of the intrinsic resilience of the algorithm. Fig. 1 shows the fraction of training vectors that update the top-k list for each input vector in the test set. The important inferences from Fig. 1 are as follows.
1) The fraction of training vectors that update the top-k list is very small (5% for eye detection and <0.5% for digit recognition (denoted by mean deviation ). This implies that the distance computation for a significant fraction (>95%) of the training vectors could be done approximately with no impact on application output. This underscores the significant potential for approximate computing.
2) The degree of resilience varies across application contexts. For example, the number of updates in the case of digit recognition is ∼10× smaller compared with eye detection. Hence, the KNN algorithm can be more aggressively approximated if it is used for digit recognition versus eye detection. 3) There is a significant variation (largest absolute deviations of 1.46× for digit recognition and 1.62× for eye detection) in the number of updates across inputs within each application. Therefore, inputs with a lower fraction of updates are more amenable to approximations. Hence, input adaptability and quality configurability are two traits, which are highly desirable in approximate computing systems. However, the key challenge is to identify the extent to which computations can be approximated at runtime. In this paper, we address this challenge based on the insight that intermediate results (e.g., partial distance in the case of KNN) can be utilized to guide the degree of approximation for the remaining computations.
In Sections IV and V, we first describe the construction a quality-configurable RnR kernel, and subsequently depict how the proposed methodology naturally results in input-adaptive approximations. IV. QUALITY-CONFIGURABLE REDUCE-AND-RANK: DESIGN APPROACH In this paper, we consider the design of quality-configurable systems in the context of a commonly used computation pattern, namely, RnR. RnR computational kernels are prevalent in a number of emerging and existing application domains, such as recognition, data mining, vision, search, and video processing. Some prominent examples of RnR algorithms include KNNs, KMEANS, MPEG encoder, generalized learning vector quantization (GLVQ), image segmentation (IMG-SEG), and the SOBEL operator. In these applications, RnR constitutes a significant fraction of the runtime, as shown in Table I . The computation involved in an RnR kernel is shown in Fig. 2 . It takes an input vector (A) and a set of reference vectors (R 1 . . . R N ) as its input and produces a ranked list of the reference vectors as its output. It consists of two steps. The reduce step performs vector reduction of the input vector with each reference vector to produce a list of scalars. These scalars are then fully or partially (top-k scalars) sorted in the rank step to produce the output. The KNN algorithm, described in Section III, is an example of an algorithm comprising the RnR kernel. In this case, the input vector is reduced with each training vector to compute a list of distances, which are then ranked based on the distance values to obtain the top-k nearest training vectors. In this section, we describe the design approach and the methodology used to construct quality-configurable RnR kernels.
A. Quality Metric for RnR Kernel
Quality configurability requires the specification of discrete quality bounds a priori, to be used for deriving the approximate versions of the applications. For RnR-based applications, it is more convenient for the designer to specify the qualities in terms of the ranked outputs of the common RnR kernel rather than to deal with various application-level qualities. The RnR quality can eventually be correlated empirically to the application quality. This leads us to propose a quality metric for the standalone RnR kernel. Most RnR-based applications are concerned with identifying just a top fraction of the ranked elements, or the top-k elements. The relative ordering among these top-k elements is insignificant from the point of the application's correctness. RnR applications that involve finding only the minimum or maximum value of a metric can be thought of as a special case where k = 1.
Therefore, we define Q RnR , the RnR kernel quality metric as
In (1), rank app (i ) refers to the rank of a reference vector derived using the approximate RnR kernel, where i is the rank of the same reference vector in the original (accurate) implementation of the kernel. Q RnR is an RnR kernel-based metric, which provides a measure of how aggressive the applied approximation degree is, along with the expected RnR kernel energy savings. This is accomplished by using Q RnR to gauge the extent to which the approximate ranks for the original top-k elements have digressed from the kth rank at the RnR kernel level. Q RnR not only considers the total number of original top-k elements, which are in the approximate top-k list (adding 0 to the deviation), but also calculates the total deviation for all those original top-k elements, which occur outside the approximate top-k list. This results in sufficiently high number of distinct RnR quality values, which can lead to a precise quality versus energy tradeoff at the RnR kernel level. Compared with the application-level quality metrics, which consider only the absolute number of original top-k elements in the approximate top-k list to deduce output quality, Q RnR is much more fine-grained and enables good control over the output quality. Note that there can be multiple ways of defining Q RnR , since the latter is only a quality related metric and not the actual output quality. The advantages of the current definition are twofold. First, it can be easily estimated in the hardware, as described in Section V-A, and second, it also correlates well with the application-level quality, as shown in Fig. 12 . Note that during the process of correlating the RnR kernel quality to RnR application quality, a wide range of normalized Q RnR values can be mapped to a particular application quality level.
As described earlier, Q RnR records the average deviation in rank of only those reference vectors that were in the top-k list in the accurate version, but fall outside the top-k list in the approximate version. For all other reference vectors, which belong to the top-k list in both the original and approximate RnR implementations, the deviation is taken to be zero. A lower value of Q RnR not only represents a lower approximation degree resulting in lower energy savings, but it can also depict a higher application-level quality as well and vice versa.
In our experiments, we use a normalized version of Q RnR . We later show that this metric can be easily implemented in hardware with minimum overhead. In Section VIII, Q RnR was transformed to a normalized RnR quality metric by subtracting the evaluated Q RnR from the worst possible Q RnR value resulting at the highest approximation degree (derived during calibration phase) and, subsequently, dividing the calculated Q RnR by this worst value. For example, if the current Q RnR is equal to 0 (i.e., accurate) and the worst possible Q RnR is X, then the normalized RnR quality is (X-0)/X = 1, which denotes the highest quality. On the other hand, if the current Q RnR is equal to X, then the normalized RnR quality is (X-X)/X = 0 or the lowest quality possible.
B. Quality-Configurable RnR Kernel: Design Approach
In this section, we explain two broad strategies that can be used to design quality-configurable RnR kernels.
1) Interleaved Reduction-and-Ranking:
The first approximation strategy utilizes intermediate results computed in the application to glean insights that can be used to guide the approximation process for subsequent computations. Quality knobs controlling the degree of approximation can also utilize these internal results to dynamically configure the quality mode when required. For high-dimensional data sets, the RnR kernel spends a major portion of its execution time in performing redundant computations that do not contribute to the correct final output. An effective technique to remove this redundancy is to split or decompose the reduction operation into multiple sequential stages, which can be interleaved with the ranking step to deduce the nature and extent of approximations for (or completely eliminating) the remaining reduction operations. We again use the example of KNN to explain this concept. In the case of KNN, partial reduction states can be derived by computing the distance between the input and the reference vectors using only a small fraction of the total vector dimensions. If d N represents the distance between two N-dimensional vectors calculated over all N dimensions, then d m is the partial distance between the same two vectors calculated over dimensions 1 to m, where m < N. Once the magnitude of the partial reduction exceeds the current kth minimum distance, that reference vector can never update the top-k list, since the growth of the distance computation can only monotonically increase with dimensions. Hence, any remaining reduction operations for that reference vector can be safely terminated without any loss in output quality. Fig. 3 shows these intermediate reduction states for 10 000 random distance computations used in digit recognition. The total number of dimensions of the vectors is 64 and the partial reduction states are computed after 8, 16, and 32 dimensions, which are represented by notations d 8 , d 16 , and d 32 , respectively. Here, d min is the current estimate of the minimum distance. All the points that are below the x-axis have already exceeded the threshold to update the top-k list, and can be safely rejected. Note that the monotonic growth of the distance value causes more points to be rejected at higher dimensions. Fig. 3 also shows that even among those vectors for which the reduction operations cannot be terminated early, only a very small fraction actually update the top-k list (red points). The distance computations for remaining reference vectors (blue points above the x-axis) can be approximated with minimal effect on quality. Without any loss of generality, we apply precision scaling [6] to approximate these reduction operations. Precision scaling is an approximation technique, which ignores a certain number of the least significant bits of the input operands during computation.
We define two parameters, namely, relaxation factor (α) and precision control (β) that control the manner in which the partial reduction values are utilized to dynamically tune the degree of computation skipping and precision scaling for different inputs to the RnR kernel. α relaxes the strict comparison of the reduction value to the top-k elements, causing a larger number of points to be skipped, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Precision control (β) controls the extent to which the points move horizontally as a result of precision scaling shown in Fig. 4(c) . Combination of these two approximation techniques can cause points to either miss or falsely update the top-k list resulting in quality degradation. However, the percentage of points that update the top-k list being very small allows these two techniques to produce highly energy-efficient hardware implementations with minimal accuracy loss.
2) Input-Similarity-Based Approximations: In image and video processing applications, we can leverage the spatial correlation or similarity between adjacent input points (or temporal locality between frames of a video) to approximate or entirely skip processing a portion of the inputs. This approximation technique is generic enough to be applicable to any application where the inputs are correlated and arrive in a specific order. To explain how this technique works, we take an example of the IMG-SEG application, which uses the RnR-based KMEANS algorithm to partition an image into K classes. This algorithm allocates a pixel to a particular cluster (or class) if the distance between the pixel vector and the cluster's center is the least among all the K clusters. Fig . 5 shows the correlation plot for a test image, which shows that a large number of adjacent pixels frequently belong to the same class. We argue that if the distance from the designated cluster's center is within a small fraction γ (correlation factor) of the cluster radius, then due to spatial locality, the adjacent s pixels also belong to the same cluster, and hence, the reduction operations for the correlated adjacent points can be skipped. Discarding similar inputs can result in considerable reduction in application energy with minimal effect on output quality. Here, internal variables, such as distances from the cluster centers and cluster radii control the extent to which we can skip processing the adjacent pixels. The parameter γ controls the way in which these variables are employed to modulate the quality knob (number of inputs to approximate or skip) for quality-configurable operation across inputs.
3) Reference Vector Reordering: The RnR computational pattern exhibits an interesting feature where early identification of the top-k vectors leads to an increase in total power savings, which can mainly be attributed to the interleaving of partial reduction stages (Redn) with the rank computation coupled with the monotonically increasing nature of the reduction operation. Once the elements belonging to the eventual top-k list (or any vectors near to them) are identified, RnR kernel has a high probability of skipping a significant portion of the future computations since now the partial reduction outputs frequently exceed the current estimate of the metric used in evaluating the top-k elements. Our aim is to develop an efficient technique to identify these top-k vectors during runtime as quickly as possible without incurring considerable overhead. We show that this can be achieved by systematically rearranging the order in which the reference vectors are processed, and hence, this strategy is termed as reference vector reordering. This strategy arranges the reference vectors according to their decreasing likelihood of appearing in the top-k list using some initial learning mechanism, which provides the opportunity to even skip some of the insignificant reference vectors appearing toward the end of the reordered vector set, resulting in minor quality degradation. Note that the reordering of reference vectors incurs almost zero additional hardware or computational overhead, since it just requires to alter the pointer within the reference vector set. Reference vector reordering can be achieved in various ways for different RnR applications. We give a brief overview of the methods used in some example error-resilient RnR applications. a) KNN: In KNN algorithm, the set of top-k closest reference vectors determines the class of each input vector. For example, in the KNN-based digit recognition application, each reference vector is assigned a particular class, and the class of an input vector is evaluated to be the one affiliated to the maximum number of reference vectors belonging to the top-k list. For this case, our strategy bifurcates the overall KNN operation into two stages. The first stage uses only a small subset of the total reference vectors to perform KNN, where we ensure that all classes are uniformly represented in this subset. The class predicted from this mini-KNN operation is expected to have a high probability to be the eventual class of the given input vector. Hence, in the second stage, for the remaining subset of reference vectors, we first perform KNN using reference vectors belonging to the predicted class, and then proceed to the other classes, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The intuition behind this approach is that a carefully selected smaller subset of reference vectors can reflect the nature of the entire reference set, and, hence, renders a higher probability of detecting the top-k elements earlier than the original case.
It is important to note that splitting the reference vector set into two parts and its subsequent reordering incurs negligible overhead in the long run, since this is a single time effort. Second, rearranging the reference vectors according to classes does not have any effect on the original quality, since it eventually processes all the reference vectors albeit in a different order. However, KNN is inherently an error-resilient algorithm, which can endure minor quality degradation at the output, and consequently, the power consumption can be further optimized by systematically skipping some reference vectors. Extending the proposed concept further, an efficient way to skip computations is by performing KNN with those reference vectors, which belong only to classes appearing in the top-k list based on the mini-KNN operation. The rest of the reference vectors belonging to the absent classes (in the top-k list) can be entirely rejected. The output quality, in this case, can be controlled by varying the total number of reference vectors we use in the first stage for performing the mini-KNN operation, where a higher number of reference vectors in the subset will result in a higher output quality. b) KMEANS: KMEANS is another RnR algorithm, which iteratively refines the estimate of K cluster centroids and the elements belonging to the K clusters over each iteration of the algorithm. KMEANS first calculates the distance of each vector to each of the cluster centroids (reference vectors) and, subsequently, assigns the vector to the cluster whose centroid is the nearest. Once this process is repeated for each point, the cluster centroids are evaluated again and this entire exercise is iterated repeatedly until convergence (i.e., when a specified error bound is reached). One potential way to optimize energy consumption is to start the distance computation of a point from the cluster, which was assigned in the previous iteration, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . This is effective, since it is highly likely for the vectors to belong to the same cluster assigned in the previous iteration, and, hence, increases the probability of detecting the nearest cluster at the earliest instant, thereby skipping more computations. Subsequently, the distances from the remaining cluster centroids can be computed. In this case, approximations can be introduced by performing the distance computations with respect to only n (n K ) clusters (starting with the nearest one) and skipping the rest. The output quality can be controlled by regulating n. Note that there is no computational or storage overhead for tracking the nearest cluster from the previous iteration, since it is already computed internally by the KMEANS algorithm for correct execution. This list of n-closest clusters is intrinsically maintained by our modified algorithm to evaluate the nearest cluster, which can be used in this strategy. The overhead for this additional bookkeeping is negligible and requires (n−1) more storage elements for each input, which is negligible compared with the hardware complexity of the applications and since n K (e.g., in our experiments, n max = 2 for K = 10). In our experiments, we observed that even with n = 1 we obtain very good quality at the output while also retaining a large portion of the energy savings without any storage or computation overhead. c) MPEG: Motion estimation (ME) is the most compute and energy intensive operation in an MPEG encoder. ME evaluates the motion vectors for each macroblock (small pixel blocks) in a video frame by performing the sum-ofabsolute-differences (SAD) with respect to macroblocks in the reference frame. The objective is to find the macroblock, which results in the least SAD value within a predefined search area of the reference frame. For this particular case, our strategy first divides the search area of the reference frame into n equal regions (termed as sectors) and performs the SAD operation with respect to n macroblocks where one macroblock is taken from each sector, as shown in Fig. 6 (c) (shown as 1-4 numbered macroblocks). Due to the existence of spatial locality in video frames, there is a high possibility that the reference sector resulting in the minimum SAD is also likely to contain the macroblock with the required global minimum SAD in the entire search area. Hence, in the second stage, we first compute SAD with respect to all macroblocks belonging to the sector, which has the minimum SAD macroblock [shown as macroblocks 1 and 5-7 in Fig. 6(c) since the sector with macroblock 1 generated the least SAD among 1-4], and then process the macroblocks from all other sectors. This guarantees a higher chance of identifying the minimum SAD earlier than the original case, and, hence, results in greater computational savings. Notice that like other errorresilient applications, a controlled amount of approximation can also be applied for an MPEG encoder by terminating the SAD operation after processing only the minimum sector (or a limited number of sectors) within the search area. In this case, the accuracy can be tuned by varying the granularity of sector formation, where a coarser granularity denotes worse output quality.
4) Runtime Calibration of (α, β), and γ:
The proposed approximation strategies enable RnR kernels to operate at various quality modes by tuning the internal quality knobs for computation skipping and precision scaling. However, in order to select the right quality configuration, the application first needs to identify the scope of approximations for the present input data set. We constructed an automatic framework (along the lines of [4] and [7] ) that first learns the output qualities for different configurations of the parameters over a range of inputs, and subsequently uses this knowledge to set the quality knobs during actual operation. The first phase is termed as the calibration phase, where the system automatically derives the estimates of RnR quality and energy for different values of the parameters. The second stage is known as the evaluation phase, in which the application uses the appropriate (α, β) (or γ ) settings and the imposed quality constraint to dynamically regulate the quality knobs according to the approximation potential of each input. The calibration period is invoked periodically, so that the quality knobs can efficiently track any variations in the scope of approximations for widely varying inputs. Note that greater the time spent on calibration, better is the ratio of energy savings to output quality degradation during the evaluation phase. However, to keep the overhead of calibration small, we calibrate the quality knobs after every 30 test inputs in our experiments. The time overhead for this calibration phase is roughly 2% of the overall runtime (in terms of clock cycles). This interval is configurable and, in this case, has been set empirically.
V. QUALITY-CONFIGURABLE REDUCE-
AND-RANK: METHODOLOGY This section details how we automate the modulation of the quality knobs on the basis of internal states and output quality bounds. As mentioned earlier, the overall operation of the proposed system consists of two phases: 1) calibration phase and 2) evaluation phase.
A. Calibration Phase
During the calibration phase, the application figures out the optimal values for the parameters to be used during the actual
Algorithm 1 Extraction of Parameters at Calibration Phase
RnR operation. Algorithm 1 gives a conceptual overview of how the system can automatically evaluate the appropriate (α, β) for a specified RnR quality bound Q RnR . The same method can also be extended to obtain γ as well. Here, the key concept is that once the controller knows the RnR quality and energy estimates (E RnR ) for all (α, β) pairs, it can prune the search space efficiently and obtain the best (α, β) for a Q RnR bound through gradient descent. Q RnR and E RnR estimates are acquired with the help of counters embedded in the RnR hardware known as quality bins (Q bin ) and energy counters (E cnt ), respectively. It is quite straightforward to estimate E RnR from E cnt , which registers the total number of points either skipped or precision scaled. Q bin records the total number of times the top-k list (or, Rank Li st) gets updated. count_updates and count_ poi nts denote the corresponding functions in lines 4 and 5 in Algorithm 1 for obtaining Q bin and E cnt , respectively. It can be shown that Q RnR can be estimated from the knowledge of the missed updates. If x is the number of missed updates, then the maximum Q RnR can be either
This x can be derived by subtracting the Q bin counts from the original number of updates. Note that this upper bound is an extremely conservative (worst case) estimate for Q RnR . There can be cases when missing some updates may not result in any quality degradation but that can only be evaluated by generating the golden top-k list for all training inputs. Hence, in order to keep the overall storage and hardware complexity low, we select a worst case conservative bound for Q RnR based only on the difference in the number of updates between the accurate and the approximate runs during the calibration phase. Setting the approximation degrees using these upper bounds enables the automatic framework to have good control over the output quality during the evaluation phase. Note that a designer can definitely use a more accurate implementation of Q RnR , but that will cause an increase in Algorithm 2 RnR Operation at Evaluation Phase characterization overhead. The evaluation of E RnR and Q RnR is explicitly denoted by helper functions get_rnr_en and get_rnr_qual, respectively, in lines 9 and 11, and 10 and 12, respectively, in Algorithm 1. Since the calibration phase is invoked periodically, the controller uses Q bin and E cnt to maintain cumulative counts across calibration phases, thus learning from both past and present training inputs. Lines 13-22 in Algorithm 1 show the process of gradient descent, which decides whether to increase the degree of precision scaling or computation skipping depending on the energy savings to quality degradation ratio. This is repeated until the quality bound has been violated, resulting in the final approximate configuration.
B. Evaluation Phase
This is the operational phase for RnR applications, where the system tunes the quality knobs controlling the degrees of approximation for different inputs to maximize the energy benefits for a specified quality constraint. Algorithm 2 presents a unified pseudocode integrating interleaved reduction-and-ranking, input-similarity-based approximation strategies, and reference vector reordering. The algorithm first checks whether the present input exhibits sufficient correlation with immediately preceding inputs or not. In case it does, it decides to skip processing it. Note that the designer needs to prespecify whether the present data set can have correlation or not and accordingly sets the corr input. With corr = 1, get_class_thresh evaluates whether the previous input has sufficiently strong correlation with earlier inputs, which belong to the same class or not. Only if it does, the algorithm decides to skip the present input and allocate it to the same class due to the existing high spatial correlation. If the present vector is not skipped, the algorithm first performs reference vector reordering and subsequently decides whether to decompose the reduction operation on the basis of the total number of dimensions D. The reduction function is denoted by Red P Sc , where the subscript denotes the degree of precision scaling. C denotes the set of dimensions where the partial reduction states are computed. Once the final reduction values are evaluated, the ranking function Rank_topk is invoked, which lists the top-k elements in ascending order (or, descending order as required). In Algorithm 2, the ordered distance values and top-k elements for an input n are reflected by Mi nLi st n and Rank Li st n , respectively. Although different values of α c can be selected for different partial reduction states, they are assumed to be constant fractions of a single α. Similarly, all values of β psc are constant multiples of β. This ensures that the search space for finding the appropriate parameters is small. The degrees of precision scaling are represented by X β psc , where X β c > X β d if and only if β c > β d , since a higher partial reduction value denotes a lower probability to update the Rank Li st. The calibration phase can also be used to determine the appropriate settings of the quality tuning knobs for reference vector reordering. However, for simplicity, we performed an offline analysis of it.
Note that in Algorithm 2, lines 19-22 denote the procedure of computation skipping while lines 24-29 present the method of precision scaling.
VI. INPUT-ADAPTIVE COMPUTATION SKIPPING
The need for an input-adaptive approximate system has been well articulated in Section III, where we proved that the resilience of an application varies not only across contexts but even across different inputs provided to the application. The basic tenet of input-adaptive approximation is to exploit this heterogeneity in approximation potential provided by each individual input and modulate the computational effort according to it. The three proposed approximation strategies for RnR applications inherently result in three different forms of input-adaptive computation skipping, as shown in Fig. 7 . The strategies enable us to efficiently skip computations performed during both reduction and ranking operations based on the input characteristics as explained extensively in the following. Here, the colored blocks represent the vector dimensions over which the reduction operation is actually performed and the white blocks represent the skipped dimensions.
1) The first strategy, interleaved reduction-and-ranking, performs a partial reduction operation between each pair of vectors, skipping/approximating a fraction of the total number of dimensions during reduction. Since the number of computations to be skipped in the future or the degree of precision scaling for future computations depends on internal partial reduction states of the input, this is basically an input-adaptive approximation scheme.
2) The energy consumption can be further improved through the process of reference vector reordering, which increases the total number of computations that can be skipped. This strategy leverages the approximation techniques proposed in Section IV-B3 to skip a considerable portion of reference vectors (uncolored reference vectors in Fig. 7 ) for a given input based on intermediate results obtained over a selected subset of reference vectors. As described in Section IV-B3, the reordering is accomplished either by performing a small-scale RnR operation involving the input vector and an initial subset of reference vectors or by using intermediate results from previous iterations of the algorithm, thereby resulting in input-adaptive approximation.
3) The third mechanism involves input-similarity-based approximation, which skips processing some input vectors altogether based on the existence of spatial and temporal locality in the input data. Elimination of inputs from computation can be assumed equivalent to skipping the computation for the entire reference vector set, as shown in Fig. 7 . This is inherently an input-adaptive mechanism as the degree of input skipping is entirely based on the extent of similarity between consecutive inputs. These three input-adaptive approximate mechanisms vary in the nature and degree of computation skipping, ranging from very fine-grained skipping of dimensions, through skipping of a subset of reference vectors, and finally to skip the entire reference vector set, based on the nature of individual inputs. Note that, based on the specified quality constraint, these mechanisms can automatically decide on how aggressively the internal quality knobs controlling the degrees of computation skipping and precision scaling are modulated according to input characteristics. During the evaluation phase, all three approximation strategies work together together, resulting in unprecedented levels of energy savings, which are much larger than the case when the strategies operate individually.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed design techniques on a wide variety of benchmarks as listed in Table II. A combination of interleaved reduction-and-ranking, inputsimilarity-based approximation, and reference vector reordering can be applied for applications, such as MPEG encoding, where the inputs are both high-dimensional and spatially correlated. The values of α, β, γ , and s were determined empirically for each of the applications. All benchmark applications were actually executed using a custom RnR kernel accelerator interfaced to a simple scalar processor core (the same scalar processor core used in [6] ). The RnR accelerator was implemented at the RTL with extra registers, counters, and control logic required for tuning the various quality control knobs during the calibration and evaluation phases. The processor was interfaced with the RnR kernel accelerator using a single system bus carrying both data and control signals. The inputs to the RnR accelerator were provided by an application running on the scalar core. The inputs to the application were assumed to be streamed in using memory mapped I/O. The baseline implementations consist of the completely accurate RnR kernel. Extra circuitry was added to the accurate RnR kernel for tuning the different approximation knobs controlling the degrees of precision scaling and computation skipping, thus making it both input adaptive and quality configurable. The entire RnR computation system is operated at 1 GHz.
These hardware implementations were then synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and mapped to the 45-nm-based Nangate Open Cell Technology Library. Finally, Synopsys Power Compiler [21] was used to estimate the power and energy consumption of the applications. The total energy consumption of the applications was calculated by adding the energy consumed by the processor and that of the RnR accelerator. Energy consumed by instructions for scalar operations executed in the processor core was calculated to obtain the total application energy [6] . Details about the microarchitecture of the RnR accelerator are stated next.
A. Reduce-and-Rank Accelerator Design
The accelerator design is shown in Fig. 8 . It consists of three major stages: 1) streaming memory array (SMA); 2) Redn; and 3) ranking stage (Rank). The first stage is SMA, which contains temporary buffers for storing the input operands. SMA consists of a bank of 11 SM elements, which are used to load the input and the reference vectors required to perform the vector reduction operation when instructed by the processor. SMs are fundamentally first-in-first-out buffers of the same length. The processor can access each SM element individually and write data vectors of length less than or equal to its size.
These buffered entities are next fed to the Redn. Redn constitutes of ten parallel reduction elements (RE) for performing the vector reduction between the input and ten reference vectors simultaneously. The input and reference vector SMs supply each RE with individual dimensions (or operands) for a pair of input and reference vectors in each clock cycle to perform the reduction operation. Ten SMs and ten REs enable simultaneous reduction operations for ten reference vectors and the current input vector. In Fig. 8 , the reduction operation is denoted by the distance calculation between the two vectors, as shown in each RE. Each RE consists of a subtractor, followed by an MAC block for keeping track of the calculated distance. Once a round of reduction operations is completed, the results are forwarded to the Rank, while the SMs are loaded with the next set of reference vectors. In Rank, the reduction values are sorted in increasing/decreasing order to generate the final top-k list. The latter consists of an array to keep track of the running estimate of the top-k elements and uses a comparator to update itself. Note that the comparison of all ten reduction outputs occur sequentially in one go. Once all the reference vectors are processed, the top-k list is sent to the processor to identify the designated class for the current input vector. Note that the accelerator also contains an internal controller for modulating the quality control (or approximation) knobs on the basis of insights gained during the calibration phase. It controls both the degree of computation skipping and precision scaling of the input operands based on the specified output quality constraint and the internal Q RnR estimate. In addition, the controller also contains the state machines required to accomplish the final ranking operation.
The overall system architecture is shown in the left portion of Fig. 8 . It consists of a single scalar processor core, a Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller, and an RnR accelerator all connected via a single system bus. The processor interacts with the accelerator through memory mapped I/O. The DMA controller is used to transmit the vectors directly from the main memory to the SMs accelerator while keeping the computational elements (processor core, Redn, and Rank) power-gated. Next, we will state the hardware features of the accelerator in detail.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the results of various experiments conducted using the six benchmarks shown in Table II . The results prove the efficacy of our proposed framework by demonstrating a significant reduction in application energy consumption while satisfying the given quality constraint.
A. Hardware Implementation
Table III presents the total gate count for the accurate and quality-configurable implementations of the RnR kernel as well as the processor core. Although there is a 1.45× increase in area solely for the accelerator, the additional area overhead turns out to be only 0.05% when we consider the total computational area consisting of both the processor core and the original accelerator as the baseline. Note that the added counters, registers, and control logic barely affect the total RnR kernel and application-level energy savings, since all of them do not remain active all the time and do not participate during the evaluation phase. Nevertheless, the total energy savings obtained in the processor core and the RnR accelerator due to the proposed approximation strategies turn out to be considerably greater than this added overhead. The processor/accelerator energy breakdowns for each of the accurate benchmark applications are shown in Fig. 9 . Note that the proposed approximation mechanism only reduces the RnR accelerator energy consumption, which usually dominates the total application energy consumption. Fig. 10 shows the application-level energy consumption for all the evaluation benchmarks, for different Energy consumption for different application-level quality constraints.
B. Application-Level Energy Benefits
quality specifications. The energy values are normalized with respect to the energy consumption of the original accurate applications. It denotes the extent to which RnR kernel approximations are translated into application-level energy benefits. Since the RnR kernel comprises a large fraction of the total application energy (proportional to % runtime spent in the RnR kernel in Table II) , the overall energy savings were dominated by the energy savings obtained in the RnR kernel alone. Note that during the evaluation phase, inputs were continuously streamed into the application benchmarks. As shown in Fig. 10 , our techniques result in a reduction of 1.13×-3.18× in application energy consumption for virtually no quality degradation (<0.5%). In addition, the energy reduction jumps to a range of 1.22×-3.43× and 1.24×-3.9× for 2.5% and 5% quality loss, respectively. Note that KMEANS, SOBEL, and IMG-SEG result in comparatively lower savings, since the contribution of the RnR kernel to the entire application itself is small, as verified by Table II . Although not shown explicitly, our experiments demonstrated that reference vector reordering results in an additional maximum energy reduction of 1.02×, 1.17×, and 1.46× over the approximate versions obtained by using only interleaved reduction-and-ranking and input-similarity-based approximations. Note that the IMG-SEG application uses the same reference vector reordering scheme as KMEANS described in Section IV-B3. The additional hardware and the calibration phase impose an energy overhead of 10% for the quality-configurable RnR applications compared with the accurate versions of the applications, which are accounted for in the results shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 11 represents the application-level energy savings when the proposed energy optimization strategies are applied for completely accurate execution of the applications. It shows that the strategies result in total energy savings of 1.07×-1.87× for absolutely no quality loss. Fig. 11 also depicts that the maximum energy reduction for full accuracy increases by about 0.2× when reference vector reordering is used in conjunction with interleaved reduction-and-ranking and input-similarity-based approximations compared with the scenario where the latter two strategies are only deployed. Note that interleaved reduction-and-ranking without (α, β) does not cause any quality degradation leading to lossless operation. The algorithm GLVQ, used for eye detection, computes the minimum and maximum distances of an input vector (i.e., k = 1) with respect to a set of reference vectors, and for this case, reference vector reordering operates in a similar fashion as KNN described earlier. Applications IMG-SEG and SOBEL do not result in any energy improvement for the 100% accuracy case because of low dimensionality as well as the small number of output classes, and, hence, are not presented in Fig. 11 . Fig. 12 shows the dynamic modulation of precision scaling for each of the inputs, thereby resulting in the variation of RnR and application energy (represented by E RnR and E app ).
C. System Behavior During Runtime
In addition, it also shows how the controller automatically adapts α, β to maintain quality bounds across a range of inputs over time. All the quality and energy metrics are normalized with respect to the quality and energy metrics of the original accurate applications. In this case, we run two applications KNN and GLVQ back to back with different Q RnR bounds at 95% and 80%, which can be empirically mapped to application-level quality bounds of 90% and 75%, respectively. The middle plot depicts input-adaptive precision scaling and computation skipping. Note that a precision value of 0 indicates that future computations for that vector are completely skipped. The graph shows that our design technique successfully satisfies the output quality bound across different inputs while yielding substantial energy benefits.
D. Importance of Input-Adaptive Parameters
A coarse-grained way of performing input-adaptive approximations is to calibrate the parameters α, β, and γ periodically each time after processing a fixed number of inputs. This helps the application to track the output quality at an intermediate instant and tune the parameters accordingly, so that quality may remain within the specified bound in the future. Broadly, there are two disadvantages of setting fixed values for the parameters. First, without regular calibration, the quality bound will be violated often due to the unpredictable and widely varying nature of the inputs. Second, even in the case when we know the characteristics of all future inputs, the output quality bound can be guaranteed only by setting the parameters to overly conservative values, which will undermine the total amount of energy savings due to approximations. Periodic calibration of the parameters not only helps in keeping the quality within bound but also results in a high amount of energy savings. However, we ensure that the calibration of the parameters occurs only after processing a considerable number of inputs (30 in this case) and not too frequently to reduce the additional training overhead. These two points are explained quantitatively using Fig. 13 , which was derived in the same way as in Section VIII-C (running KNN and GLVQ back to back with 95% and 80% Q RnR bounds). Fig. 13 (a) and (b) shows the normalized RnR quality (Q RnR ) and normalized RnR energy consumption (E RnR ) for both applications when (α, β) are fixed to different constant values. These two plots present the dynamic variation of RnR quality and RnR energy consumption at kernel level across a series of inputs processed continuously over time during the evaluation phase. Note that we have already shown in Sections IV-A and VIII-C that Q RnR and E RnR correlate well with Q app and E app , respectively. In addition to the input-adaptive curves (repeated from Fig. 12 ), the plots show three curves corresponding to fixed values of (α, β)-(0.25, 0, 25), (0.5, 0.5), and (0.75, 0.75). It shows that if (α, β) is fixed to a certain value, say 0.5, then the RnR quality goes frequently (and randomly) below the specified bound. Setting the parameters to a lower value (0.25) may fetch us higher energy savings on average, as can be seen in Fig. 13(b) , but the quality degradation becomes almost uncontrollable, as can be seen in Fig. 13(a) . On the other hand, setting (α, β) conservatively to a higher value (e.g., 0.75) may keep the quality in check; however, this has an adverse effect on the energy consumption. Inputadaptive calibration of (α, β) not only keeps the quality in check throughout the evaluation phase, but also results in a large amount of energy savings (comparable to the 0.5 case here). Note that in both Figs. 12 and 13, we present the actual Q RnR value during evaluation phase, as described in (1) . However, internally, the approximation controller only uses the worst case bound for quickly estimating the possible Q RnR during the calibration phase.
E. Design Space Exploration
Finally, Fig. 14 shows the variation of application quality (Q app ) and application energy (E app ) with α and β for two applications, namely, KNN and KMEANS. Q app and E app are again normalized with respect to the values for the accurate versions of the applications. This Q-E tradeoff curve is automatically extracted during the calibration phase to correctly tune the parameters (α, β) (or γ ). As expected, both Q app and E app gradually decrease with decreasing α and β, since a larger number of vectors are either skipped or precision scaled. Fig. 14 also clarifies the concept of gradient descent in Algorithm 1. Since there can be multiple possible (α, β) configurations for a particular Q app (or an equivalent Q RnR ) bound, Algorithm 1 always selects the (α, β) pair that consumes the lowest energy.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel design technique to construct input-adaptive RnR kernel-based applications using insights derived from intermediate results within the applications to drive the approximation strategy. In addition, we also proposed an automatic runtime framework that enables the application to dynamically self-tune the quality knobs according to the current scope of approximation. When evaluated over a set of benchmarks, this technique results in significant energy savings while also adhering to the given quality constraint across different inputs.
